Hydroxyl radical and hydroxide ion in liquid water: a comparative electron density functional theory study.
Ab initio density functional theory molecular dynamics simulations of the solvated states of the hydroxyl radical and hydroxide ion are performed using the Becke-Lee-Yang-Parr (BLYP) exchange-correlation functional (Becke, A. D. Phys. Rev. A 1988, 38, 3098. Lee, C.; Yang, W.; Parr, R. G. Phys. Rev. B 1988, 37, 785). The structures of the solvation shells of the two species are examined. It is found that the OH radical forms a relatively well-defined solvation complex with four neighboring water molecules. Three of these molecules are hydrogen bonded to the OH, while the fourth is hemibonded via a three-electron two-centered bond between the oxygen atoms of the OH and water. The activity and the diffusion mechanism of the OH radical in water is discussed in comparison with the OH- ion. Although the results are partially influenced by the tendency of the BLYP density functional to overestimate hemibonded structure, the present simulations suggest that the widely accepted picture of rapid diffusion of OH radical in water through hydrogen exchange reaction may need to be reconsidered.